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Swiss
Cheese
Plant

Monstera deliciosa

Light

Place in an area with bright, indirect
sunlight.

Enjoys regular waterings during the growing
season and less water during fall and winter.  

Water

Toxicity 

Tips

This plant often grows aerial roots. Place pot
inside of a decorative container with this in
mind. Simply tuck the roots away into the
container, or clip if necesssary. This plant can
also be trained to grow in a vertical direction,
up a totem pole.   

This plant is toxic to pets! Please keep in a
safe place out of reach of your furry friends. 

Beginner Friendly
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Common
Plant

Problems
This is a common problem when plants aren't
getting enough watering or watering is very
inconsistent. 

This can occur with nutrient deficiencies or
overwatering. Keep an eye on the plant's soil
moisture. If it is saturated, allow the soil a chance
to dry out before its next watering.

If it looks like your plant is stretching its stems or
leaves as far as it can toward a window - it needs
more light! 

For some plants, too much light can cause
sunburn on its leaves. This is represented by light
brown spots surrounded by yellow halos. 

Leggy Growth

Cupped Leaves / Brown Leaf Tips 

Yellowing Leaves

Brown Spots

Wilting / Fainting
Wilting can be caused by unsuitable temperatures.
Consider researching your plant to find out if an area
its in is too cold or warm. If a plant begins to faint or
droop its leaves (pothos is good at this!), its an SOS
sign for water. 

Insect Problems
Often times, insects appear when plants are unhappy
in their conditions. If you notice insect presence or
damage, double check its needs. Try isolating the plant
and treat it with neem oil or insecticidal soaps until the
insects are no longer present.   


